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1) To what degree does the task ask students engage in sense-making?
2) In what ways does the task ask students to use each dimension in service of sense-making?

A FRAMEWORK TO�DV@LU@TD�BOFNITIVD�BOMPLDXITY�IN�SBIDNBD�@SSDSSMDNTSҼ

Background
Assessment is a key lever for educational improvement. Assessments can be used 
to monitor, signal, and influence science teaching and learning – provided that they 
are of high quality, reflect the rigor and intent of academic standards, and elicit 
meaningful student performances. Since the release of A Framework for K-12 Science 
Education and the Next Generation Science Standards (NGSS), assessment systems 
are fundamentally changing to surface students’ use of disciplinary core ideas (DCI), 
scientific and engineering practices (SEP), and crosscutting concepts (CCC) 
together in service of sense-making  about a phenomenon or problem. As states and 
districts develop new assessment systems, they need support for developing 
assessments that balance the vision and integrity of multi-dimensional standards 
with ensuring that they are sensitive to varying levels of student performance. This 
brief describes a new approach to capturing and communicating the 

complexity of summative assessment items and tasks designed for three-
dimensional standards that can be used to ensure that all learners can�make their 
thinking and abilities visible without compromising the rigor and�expectations 
of the standards.

A Complexity Framework Focused on Sense-Making
is draft framework or e a uating ogniti e omp e ity in s ien e assessments intentionally builds on 

e pe tations or student performance provided by the Framework for K-12 Science Education and standards 
like the NGSS. This omp e ity framework can be used to determine the degree to which an assessment task 
asks students to engage in sense-making  a ornerstone o   assessments and per orman e.

e rame ork t at e propose ui ds on pre ious ork on ogniti e demand in instru tiona  tasks as 
e  as riteria and pro esses or determining t e a ignment or t ree-dimensiona  s ien e 

assessments  Grounded in sense-making as t e o erar ing um re a, this work is intended to e p 
assessment de e opers and e a uators determine t e degree to i  t e t ree dimensions ontri ute 
to sense-making it in indi idua  items and mu ti- omponent tasks as a o e  e rame ork is 
organi ed around t o essentia  uestions

https://www.achieve.org/files/sites/default/files/sense-making_02142019%20%287%29.pdf
https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/abs/10.1002/tea.21208
https://www.achieve.org/files/Criteria03202018.pdf
https://www.nextgenscience.org/sites/default/files/resource/files/Achieve%20Task%20Screener_Final_9.21.18.pdf
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This framework is designed to support:

v nalyzing the cognitive complexity of
individual items stand-alone and those part
of a multi-component cluster  within an
assessment.

v nalyzing the cognitive complexity of multi-
component tasks as a whole.

v ffective assessment design, development,
and evaluation processes.

v na ysis o  end-o -instru tion assessments
at t e assroom  distri t  and state e e s

Components of the Framework
The framework is organized as a two-step process 
that involves 1) the analysis of individual items or 
tasks (stand-alone or those comprising a multi-
component task; Table 1) and 2) the analysis of 
multi-component tasks holistically (Table 2).

Sq`m��Ҿ�Individual Item Evaluations
The omp e ity rame ork irst asks users to onsider 
in at ays indi idua  items re uire students to 
engage in sense-making  e rame ork o uses on 
our indi ators t at an ontri ute to ig er order 

t inking and ana yti a  ski s in di erent ays it in 
an item a e 

ҫ�Ҭ Scenario�^lkqoe]rqelkp�ql�^ljmh`ueqv
ҫ�ҬSDP�^lkqoe]rqelkp�ql�^ljmh`ueqv
ҫ�ҬDCI�үlo�_ep^emhek[ov�rk_`opq[k_ekcҰ

^lkqoe]rqelkp�ql�p`kp`ӣj[gekc
ҫ�ҬCCC�^lkqoe]rqelkp�ql complexity

or ea  indi ator  t e omp e ity rame ork 
asks designers and e a uators to onsider
 To what degree does students' engagement 
with this feature contribute to the level of 
sense-making required by this task? In what 
ways does students' use of this dimension 
support sense-making in this task?"

or ea  o  t ese indi ators  t e ontri ution o  t at 
indi ator to student sense-making an range rom o  
to ig  esignations o  o  medium  and ig  
omp e ity or ea  indi ator are ased on a 
om ination o  indi ators-spe i i  a tors e g  t e 

sop isti ation o  students use o  t e  as e  as 
some ross-indi ator a tors su  as as o  t e 
indi ator re ates to

• the uncertainty ambiguity presented in
the task;

• degree of transfer elicited;
• level and nature of scaffolding guidance

embedded in the task; and
• the range of application and 

connections to be made.

Sq`m��Ҿ�Holistic Task Analysis
Tasks as a whole are analyzed based on the type 
and level of thinking the complete performance—
across all items and prompts taken individually 
and as a coherent path of student thinking—
requires. Task-level judgments are organized into 
four categories, drawn from previous work and 
described in Table 2. ese ategories o us on o  
student t inking a ross dimensions and items ork 
toget er to support sense-making in t e task  

ross t e task  t e omp e ity rame ork asks 
designers and e a uators to onsider cross the 
entire task  what eve  of sense-making are students 

eing asked to demonstrate?

https://www.achieve.org/publications/science-task-annotations-science-and-engineering-practices
https://www.achieve.org/publications/science-task-annotations-crosscutting-concepts
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Scenario SDP� CBI [Conceptual - 
_ep^emhek[ovҰ 

BBB�[Conceptual - 
^olpp^rqqekcҰ

High

Addressing a rich and 
puzzling phenomenon 
or problem presented 
with high-degree of 
uncertainty.

Figuring out a 
phenomenon or problem 
using multiple SEPs in 
service of authentic 
sense-making.

Non-routine use of 
domain specific science 
ideas as part of sense-
making.

Selection and use of 
conceptual understanding 
of crosscutting ideas is 
necessary and expands 
students’ thinking.

Medium

Addressing a 
phenomenon or problem 
with some level of 
uncertainty.

Representation of ideas; 
use of skills that are 
relatively complex; some 
close application.

Supported application of 
science ideas in typical 
contexts.

Specific crosscutting 
concept understanding 
is needed and is used to 
focus students’ thinking.

Low

Addressing routinely 
encountered or highly 
simplified scenarios.

Using the mechanics, 
skills, and specific 
knowledge associated 
with practices isolated 
from sense-making.

Producing previously-
learned ideas and 
conceptual procedures 
in routine, well-practiced 
ways.

Crosscutting concepts 
are implicitly m[oq�la�qd`�
q[pg, but qd`v�are not 
o`nreo`_�ek�p`ose^`�la�
p`kp`ӣj[gekcҼ�

For a more detailed description of each indicator and level within the framework, see Table A1 in Appendix A.

A FRAMEWORK TO�DV@LU@TD�BOFNITIVD�BOMPLDXITY�IN�SBIDNBD�@SSDSSMDNTSҼ�

T@ALD��Ҿ�INCIVICU@L�ITDM�@N@LYSIS

TABLE 2: HOLISTIC TASK ANALYSIS

For a more detailed description of each level within the task-wide analysis framework, including how each indicator described above 
contributes to each level, see Table A2 in Appendix A. 

Doing Science

• Student-driven with limited to no scaffolding across all three dimensions; students must decide how to engage and execute 
within the task.

• The three dimensions are used together to engage in sense-making�ql�[�decd�_`co``�qdolrcdlrq�qd`�q[pg.

High�Guided�Ikq`co[qelk�үhlt�_`co``�la�cre_[k^`Ұ 

• Minimal scaffolding embedded in the task itemsӣӣpqr_`kqp�[o`�̂ r`_�[k_�cre_`_�ql�mropr`�̂ `oq[ek�hek`p�la�qdekgekcҿ�]rq�d[s`�ql
j[g`�plj`�_`^epelkp�[]lrq�dlt�[k_�td[q�ql�̀ kc[c`Ҽ

• A large majority of the task requires a high degree of sense-makingҿ�_oes`k�]v�qo[kpa`o�la�qdekgekc�[k_ԗlo�rk^`oq[ekqvҼ
• Mrhqe_ej`kpelk[h�teqd�[q�h`[pq�qtl�_ej`kpelkp�`nr[hhv�alo`colrk_`_�[k_�rp`_�ek�p`ose^`�la�j[gekc�p`kp`�la�md`klj`k[
lo�mol]h`jpҼ�Alqd�_ej`kpelkpӒ�rp`�ep�plmdepqe^[q`_�[k_�[q�co[_`ӣh`s`hҼ

• Moderate to high degree of scaffolding is embedded in the task items to support and guide sense-making—while students 
have to apply ideas and practices, they are often told which ones to engage and supported in using them.

• Sqr_`kqp�[o`�[pg`_�ql�j[g`�p`kp`�la�[�md`klj`klk�lo�mol]h`j�qd`v�̂ [k�̀ [pehv�rk_`opq[k_�]rq�[o`�klq�ekd`o`kqhv�a[jehe[o
teqdҿ�̂ lkqoe]rqekc�ql�qd`�p`kp`ӣj[gekc�o`nreo`_Ҽ

• Mrhqe_ej`kpelk[hҿ�]rq�lk`�_ej`kpelk�ep�laq`k�d`[sehv�alo`colrk_`_ӣӣlk`�_ej`kpelk�j[v�olrqek`hv�]`�̀ kc[c`_�[q�[�hlt`o
h`s`h�la�plmdepqe^[qelk�[k_ԗlo�]`hlt�co[_`ӣh`s`hҼ

Scripted

• Students are provided with well-defined set of actions or procedures are used to complete a given taskҼ
• An answer can be obtained with simple application and without significant reasoningҼ
• Focused on obtaining an answer�aolj�pqr_`kqpӒ�mo`selrp�rk_`opq[k_ekc�lo�aolj�ekaloj[qelk�molse_`_�ek�qd`�q[pgҿ� not sense 

making in an effort to understand/explain [k�rk^`oq[ekqv�o`h[q`_�ql�[ phenomenon�lo�mol]h`j.

Llt�Fre_`_�Ikq`co[qelk�үdecd�_`co``�la�cre_[k^`Ұ
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�ҼEach item receives separate judgments�for
each of the four indicators. This complexity
framework intentionally calls for separate
judgments to be made about each indicator
because they reveal different and equally
important aspects of task complexity. Items with
high practice complexity and ow disciplinary
complexity are fundamentally different than those
with o  pra ti e and ig  dis ip inary omp e ity

it  regard to at kind o  student t inking is
e i ited and o  t at is interpreted  igure  in

ppendi   isua y represents at t is spread
ou d ook ike it in a task or test

�ҼNl�s[hr`�fr_cj`kqp�[o`�[qq[^d`_�ql
^ljmh`ueqv�h`s`hpҼ i e t ere is o ten a
tenden y to assume t at ig er omp e ity
tasks are in erent y etter  t an o er

omp e ity tasks  t e appropriate omp e ity o
a task is entire y ased on t e intended
p a ement  use  and interpretation o  student
per orman e  or assessments to e use u  it is
essentia  t at tasks gi e a  students t e
opportunity to demonstrate at t ey kno  and

an do  and o er omp e ity tasks as
des ri ed y t is rame ork  a o  students to
do so it out ompromising t e integrity and
intent o  t ree-dimensiona  standards

�Upekc�Tdep�Eo[j`tlog
is dra t rame ork is designed to ena e item-

spe i i  and task- ide omp e ity udgments as 
needed  t is intended to e e used in on un tion 

it  riteria and pro esses or determining 
a ignment to t ree-dimensiona  standards  i e 
states  distri ts  and edu ators may modi y t e 
rame ork and its use ased on t eir spe i i  
onte ts and needs  t ere are some grounding 

prin ip es and design de isions t at may e p 
users make appropriate de isions a out o  and 

en to em ed t is rame ork in assessment 
design and imp ementation pro esses  

�Ҽ�Cesigned based on A Framework�for�K-12 
Science Education, the framework is�designed to 
work flexibly with all new qdo``ӣ_ej`kpelk[h�
science�standards. This framework acknowledges 
that different states are adopting and implementing 
standards that are consistent with the vision embedded 
in A Framework for K-12 Science Education but may 
differ with regard to specific ontent, language, 
progressions, etc. This complexity framework is 
designed to work flexibly with the range of standards 
being implemented, by focusing on how practices, 
disciplinary ideas, and ross utting on epts 
contribute to sense-making. As users implement this 
framework, they should consider using documents 
associated with the NGSS as a guide (e.g., to determine 
elements of different practices or grade-specified 
targets), but may also use their own state- or district-
specific documentation.

�@^gklth`_cj`kqp
ie e de e oped ersion  o  t is omp e ity 

rame ork or s ien e assessment in ose 
o a oration it  r  iray ekkumru- isa  ose 
ask na ysis uide- ien e  rame ork or 

s ien e instru tiona  tasks pro ided a strong 
oundation or t is ork  ie e ou d ike to 

t ank r  Tekkumru- isa ssistant ro essor  
orida tate ni ersity  and neesha adrinarayan 
ire tor  pe ia  ro e ts and nitiati es  ie e  

or t eir eaders ip o  t is ork  state and resear  
partners or t eir t oug t u  eed a k and 

i ingness to pi ot e o ing dra ts  and t e t e i  
 e inda ates oundation  t e i iam and ora 
e ett oundation  t e ar es and ynn 

usterman ami y oundation  and e ron or 
t eir generous support o  t is ork  e ook 
or ard to updating ersion  ased on eed a k to 

re ine t is approa  

https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/abs/10.1002/tea.21208
https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/abs/10.1002/tea.21208
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For those operationalizing this framework, a more detailed description of each indicator and level is 
included here. An optional numerical scale (1-5) is included for two reasons: 

1. Users may find the additional nuance afforded by this scale to be helpful in fostering conversations
about intended and targeted task complexity; and

2. Those operationalizing this framework within large scale assessment contexts may find a numerical
approach to representing complexity is more conducive to representing and communicating the range
of complexity across assessment instruments.

APPENDIX A: CETAILED FRAMEWORK

A FRAMEWORK TO�DV@LU@TD�BOFNITIVD�BOMPLDXITY�IN�SBIDNBD�@SSDSSMDNTSҼ
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TABLE A1: DETAILED INDIVIDUAL ITEM ANALYSIS RUBRIC

Scenario SEP DCI
[Conceptual - _ep^emhek[ov

CCC
[Conceptual - ̂ olpp^rqqekc

High:
4 or 5

Emphasis Addressing a rich and 
puzzling phenomenon or problem 
presented with high-degree of 
uncertainty. 
• The scenario presents a new 

phenomenon or problem that 
is not immediately 
explainable by student at a 
level that 
“figuring out” would be real 
and authentic for studentsҼ
Tdep�laq`k�ekslhs`p�jrhqemh`
[mmolmoe[q`�t[vp�ql�̀ kc[c`
[k_�mropr`�qd`�q[pgҼ

Emphasis Figuring out a 
phenomenon or problem using 
multiple SEPs in service of authentic 
sense-making.
• Addressing the task requires 

students to engage with 
grade-specific SEP elements in 
unexpected, unconventional, 
or unfamiliar ways in service of 
sense-making. This may involve 
the use of multiple SEPs that are 
not routinely combined, with 
limited scaffolding. 

• High degree of student agency 
in the selection and use of SEPs 
in ambiguous situations with 
high-degrees of uncertainty 
experienced.

Emphasis Non-routine use of 
domain specific science ideas as 
part of sense-making.
• Addressing the task requires 

students to use and engage 
in non-typical reasoning with 
multiple grade-appropriate 
science ideas.

• Ideas are used in service of 
sense-making. This may involve
limited to no scaffolding and far 
transfer.

•  High degree of student agency 
is needed in selection and use of 
science ideas [content needed 
is variable or not immediately 
obvious].

Emphasis Selection and use of 
conceptual understanding of 
crosscutting ideas is necessary 
and expands students’ thinking.
• Addressing the task requires 

students to engage in complex 
sense-making that leverages 
the CCCs. 

• High degree of student agency 
is needed in selection, use, and 
application of the CCCs. 

• CCCs are used to expand 
students’ thinking into 
non-typical ways in service of 
sense-making. 

Medium:
3

Emphasis Addressing a 
phenomenon or problem with 
some level of uncertainty.
• Td`�p^`k[oel�mo`p`kqp�[�

o`h[qes`hv�k`t�md`klj`klk�
qd[q�pqr_`kqp�jecdq�d[s`�plj`�
a[jehe[oeqv�teqdҿ�]rq�_l�klq�arhhv�
rk_`opq[k_�qd`�pm`^eae^�
rk^`oq[ekqv�qd`�q[pg�ep�al^rp`_�
lkҼ�

• The task provides a scenario 
with multiple facets of 
information for students to 
interpret�[q�[�co[_`ӣ
[mmolmoe[q`�h`s`h�la
plmdepqe^[qelk

• Students are provided with 
plj`�explicit cues and/or 
scaffolding to engage in the 
scenarioҿҼ

Emphasis Representation of ideas; 
use of skills that are relatively 
complex; some close application.
• Addressing the question 

requires students to engage 
in grade-specific SEPs in 
expected or well-practiced 
ways to demonstrate the use of 
previously developed ideas or to 
engage in routine sense-making.
This may involve the use of 
multiple SEPs that are routinely 
coupled, with some scaffolding.

• Close application to familiar/
expected contexts (i.e., near 
transfer) may be needed. 

• Students are required 
to demonstrate some 
understanding of how/why to use 
the SEP.

Emphasis Supported application of 
science ideas in typical contexts.
• Addressing the task requires 

students to use grade-
appropriate science ideas as 
part of student reasoning in 
typical contexts with routine, 
well-practiced ways. 

• Addressing the task may require 
students to connect multiple 
ideas in routine ways. 

• The task may include some 
scaffolding and cuing about 
which ideas to use but still 
requires students to apply their
understanding of the science 
ideas. 

Emphasis Specific crosscutting 
concept understanding is needed 
and is used to focus students’ 
thinking.
• Addressing the task requires 

students to engage in grade-
specified CCCs in scaffolded/
cued ways to focus students’ 
thinking. 

Low: 
1 or 2

Emphasis Addressing routinely 
encountered or highly simplified 
scenarios. 

• The task provides a problem 
or a phenomenon that 
students are already familiar 
with how to explain or solve.

Emphasis Using the mechanics, 
skills, and specific knowledge 
associated with practices isolated 
from sense-making.
• Addressing the task requires 

students to demonstrate simple, 
procedural, and mechanical 
aspects of engaging in SEPs 
(reading graphs/charts, drawing 
diagrams, etc.). 

• Students may be provided with a 
script/set of defined procedures 
to follow to engage with the SEP, 
with limited student thinking 
required about which, how, or 
why practices are engaged.

• Practice demand is below grade 
level.

Emphasis Producing previously-
learned ideas and conceptual 
procedures in routine, 
well-practiced ways.
• Addressing the task requires 

direct representation of 
previously learned grade-level 
ideas and concepts, including 
well-developed procedures 
related to concepts (e.g., 
Punnett squares). 

• Addressing the task does not 
require relating science ideas 
to one another, reasoning with 
ideas or using them in service of 
sense-making. 

Emphasis Crosscutting concepts 
are implicitly engaged or practiced, 
but are not consciously used by 
students in service of sense-
making.
• Addressing the task inherently 

involves the CCCs (e.g., 
explanation involving a cause 
and effect) but does not require 
students to demonstrate that 
they understand and can use 
elements of the CCCs. 

• CCCs which are employed in 
the task are below grade level. 

ӑIk�td[q�t[vp�_l`p�pqr_`kqpӒ�rk_`opq[k_ekc�[k_�rp`�la�үek_e^[qloԗ_ej`kpelkҰ�^lkqoe]rq`�ql�p`kp`ӣj[gekcӇӑ
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Doing Science

• Student-driven with limited to no scaffolding 
across all three dimensions; students must 
decide how to engage and execute within the 
task.

• The three dimensions are used together to 
engage in sense-making.

S^`k[oelҾ A phenomenon-based scenario is presented with uncertainty/ambiguity at a level 
that “figuring out” would be real and authentic for students without a clear pathway to follow.

SDPҾ�Students work like scientists to use various scientific practices to be able to develop or 
deepen an understanding of a scientific idea or problem as they explore a phenomenon.

CBIҾ�Students engage in a high degree of decision making regarding which ideas to employ 
and how to employ them, often using sophisticated reasoning with multiple dimensions.

BBBҾ Multiple CCCs are used to expand student sense-making.

High-Guided�Ikq`co[qelk�үLlt�cre_[k^`Ұ 

• Mekej[h�p^[aalh_ekc�`j]`__`_�ek�qd`�q[pg
eq`jpӣӣpqr_`kqp�[o`�^r`_�[k_�cre_`_�ql�mropr`
^`oq[ek�hek`p�la�qdekgekcҿ�]rq�d[s`�ql�j[g`
_`^epelkp�[]lrq�dlt�[k_�td[q�ql�`kc[c`Ҽ

• @�h[oc`�j[floeqv�la�qd`�q[pg�o`nreo`p�[�decd
_`co``�la�p`kp`ӣj[gekcҿ�_oes`k�]v�qo[kpa`o�la
qdekgekc�[k_ԗlo�rk^`oq[ekqvҼ

• Mrhqe_ej`kpelk[h�teqd�[q�h`[pq�qtl�_ej`kpelkp
`nr[hhv�alo`colrk_`_�[k_�rp`_�ek�p`ose^`�la
j[gekc�p`kp`�la�md`klj`k[�lo�mol]h`jpҼ
Alqd�_ej`kpelkpӒ�rp`�ep�plmdepqe^[q`_�[k_�[q
co[_`ӣh`s`hҼ

ScenarioҾ�Students are required to explain a rich and puzzling phenomenon or address a 
problem by connecting what they have learned and experienced in a new way (i.e., far transfer) 
with guidance for how to engage, but leaving many decisions to the student.

SDPҾ�Students use, with scaffolding, the SEPs to connect and negotiate multiple variables, 
factors, perspectives, etc. to engage in sense-making/reasoning processes employed in real 
scientific inquiry.

CBIҾ�Students are required to employ complex (possibly non-typical), sophisticated reasoning 
using science ideas. Students may be connecting multiple complex, distinct, but distally 
related ideas with guidance to help students navigate pulling these ideas together.

BBBҾ�BBBp are used to expand student sense-making.

Low-Guided �Ikq`co[qelk�үHecd�cre_[k^`Ұ

• Ml_`o[q`�ql�decd�_`co``�la�p^[aalh_ekc�ep
`j]`__`_�ek�qd`�q[pg�eq`jp�ql�prmmloq�[k_
cre_`�p`kp`ӣj[gekcөtdeh`�pqr_`kqp�d[s`�ql
[mmhv�e_`[p�[k_�mo[^qe^`pҿ�qd`v�[o`�laq`k�qlh_
tde^d�lk`p�ql�`kc[c`�[k_�prmmloq`_�ek�rpekc
qd`jҼ

• Sqr_`kqp�[o`�[pg`_�ql�j[g`�p`kp`�la�[
md`klj`klk�lo�mol]h`j�qd`v�^[k�`[pehv
rk_`opq[k_�]rq�[o`�klq�ekd`o`kqhv�a[jehe[o�teqdҿ
^lkqoe]rqekc�ql�qd`�p`kp`ӣj[gekc�o`nreo`_Ҽ

• Mrhqe_ej`kpelk[hҿ�]rq�lk`�_ej`kpelk�ep�laq`k
d`[sehv�alo`colrk_`_ӣӣlk`�_ej`kpelk�j[v
olrqek`hv�]`�`kc[c`_�[q�[�hlt`o�h`s`h�la
plmdepqe^[qelk�[k_ԗlo�]`hlt�co[_`ӣh`s`hҼ

Scenario-ҾStudents are asked to make sense of a simple but unique problem or phenomenon, 
with multiple facets of information for students to interpret, and students are guided in that 
interpretation. The phenomenon is not immediately explainable by students recall or 
restatement of science ideas and practices (i.e., not simply confirmatory application of the DCI)

SDPҾ�Emphasis on using SEPs to represent ideas with some application and reasoning.  

CBIҾ� Some sense-making by connecting content to a phenomenon is needed to successfully 
complete the question. The focus is on students’ demonstrating their understanding of 
content through application by reasoning with the science ideas in typical/expected ways. 
Students might be prompted or guided to focus their thinking on targeted science ideas, but 
they need to decide how to use them to respond to the question.

BBBҾ�Implicit OR specific targeted understanding, CCC is used to focus student thinking.

Scripted 

• Sqr_`kqp�[o`�molse_`_�teqd�t`hhӣ_`aek`_�p`q
la�[^qelkp�lo�mol^`_ro`p�[o`�rp`_�ql
^ljmh`q`�[�ces`k�q[pgҼ

• @k�[kpt`o�^[k�]`�l]q[ek`_�teqd�pejmh`
[mmhe^[qelk�[k_�teqdlrq�peckeae^[kq�o`[plkekcҼ

• El^rp`_�lk�l]q[ekekc�[k�[kpt`o�aolj
pqr_`kqpӒ�mo`selrp�rk_`opq[k_ekc�lo�aolj
ekaloj[qelk�molse_`_�ek�qd`�q[pgҿ��klq�p`kp`
j[gekc�ek�[k�`aaloq�ql�rk_`opq[k_ԗ`umh[ek�[k
rk^`oq[ekqv�o`h[q`_�ql�[�md`klj`klk�lo
mol]h`jҼ

ScenarioҾ- Students are required to explain a phenomenon or address a problem that students 
can be expected to fully understand (e.g., Students were likely asked to address the same (or 
extremely similar) phenomena or problem; phenomena/problem does not present 
uncertainty.  The scenario includes limited information for students to interpret; if multiple 
modalities are used, they are used to convey the same information.

SDPҾ�Focus on using the mechanics of SEPs without requiring students to think about the 
reasons for when and why these procedures or skills are needed (e.g., with heavy scaffolding). 

CBIҾ�The emphasis of the content is to provide an opportunity for students to demonstrate that 
they “know” definitions, concepts with very direct/contrived application. Students are often 
told what to do and which ideas to represent within the task items.

BBBҾ�mplicit use of CCCs.

TABLE 2: HOLISTIC TASK ANALYSIS

In this table, we include additional guidance for those making holistic task judgments, including how the 
individual components of the framework may contribute to the holistic judgment. 
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FIGURE A2: VISUALIZING THE DISTRIBUTION OF ITEMS ACROSS INDICATORS 
One of the principles guiding the development of this framework is that each indicator described 
contributes to sense-making and student performance in different and important ways—and as a result, 
it is critical that we capture and use those differences when connecting student performance on an 
assessment with feedback, proficiency determinations, and next steps or interventions. By attending to 
specific distributions, we can see trends and gaps in the kind of thinking elicited, and incorporate these 
features into interpretation and next steps to promote student sense-making. 

CBIԗ�Disceplinary SDP BBB

High Complexity

Low Complexity

ITEM 1 ITEM 2 ITEM 3


